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July 16th 2014:Changing the World – Spiritual, Physical, and
Financial
Mickey Ellison joins up with Tiffany Sweeley and Michael
Gowan to introduce how all three will join forces to change the
world by combining Tiffany Sweeley Ministries, Coach Michael
Gowan, and The Mickey Ellison Show into one effort to change
the lives of individuals around the country. Combining the
spiritual, the physical, and financial expertise of all three to
change the lives of individuals around the country. Each
aspect is powerful by itself, all three can develop the full
person. This is the first step in turning The Mickey Ellison
Show, Tiffany Sweeley Ministries, and Coach Michael
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Tiffany Sweeley
“A heart for the Lord” … a phrase frequently heard, but one that is truly exemplified by
Tiffany Sweeley. Born and raised in South Carolina, Tiffany was called to a ministry of
“music and word” at the tender age of ten. With her parents’ support, she accepted the
call and began singing at church and the local Christian TV station. Developing her gift
with education, she majored in music at Indiana University where she received a
Masters degree. After graduation, she found herself back in South Carolina performing
at the Alabama Theater in Myrtle Beach, which eventually led her to Opryland in
Nashville, Tennessee. After the famed theme park closed, she capitalized on her
knowledge and pa
Read more

Michael Gowan
39 years old and in decent shape, but honestly my health and fitness was declining.
There is no such thing as your health and fitness or anything else staying the same.
You are either moving forward or moving backward. The one thing I had always taken
pride in, was the fact that I could run around with my sons and even with the kids I
coached, no matter what sport it was. BUT as I got older, we got busier and I could
slowly see myself slipping down the path that most people go, watching their kids and
grand kids playing instead of being able to run around with them. This was not what I
wanted! There are some things I cannot control, like the fact that I am slowly losing a
little bit of ha
Read more
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